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Abstract Let (Rn, ‖ · ‖B) be a Minkowski space (finite dimensional Banach space)
with the unit ball B, and let BH be the Hausdorff metric induced by ‖ · ‖B in the
hyperspace Kn of convex bodies (compact, convex subsets of Rn with nonempty
interior). Schneider (Bull. Soc. Roy. Sci. Li‘ege 50:5–7, 1981) characterized pairs of
elements of Kn which can be joined by unique metric segments with respect toH —the
Hausdorff metric induced by the Euclidean norm ‖·‖Bn . In Bogdewicz and Grzybowski
(Banach Center Publ., Warsaw, 75–88, 2009) we proved a counterpart of Schneider’s
theorem for the hyperspace (K2, BH ) over any two-dimensional Minkowski space.
In this paper we characterize pairs of convex bodies in Kn which can be joined by
unique metric segments with respect to BH for a strictly convex unit ball B and an
arbitrary dimension n (Theorem 3.1).
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1 Preliminaries
Let Kn be the family of convex bodies (nonempty, compact, convex subsets of the
space Rn). The Minkowski addition and multiplication by scalars are defined by the
formulae
A1 + A2 := {a1 + a2 | a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2},
t A := {ta | a ∈ A},
for A1, A2, A ∈ Kn and t ∈ R.
A Minkowski space is a finite dimensional normed linear space (Rn, ‖ · ‖) (see
Thompson 1996). Let B be the unit ball determined by the norm ‖ · ‖:
B := {x ∈ Rn | ‖x‖ ≤ 1}.
Then B is a convex body (i.e., a compact, convex subset of Rn with nonempty interior)
symmetric at 0. Conversely, every convex body A symmetric at 0 determines a norm,
‖ · ‖A, usually referred to as the Minkowski functional
‖x‖A := inf{t > 0 | x ∈ t A}
(see Thompson 1996, p.17).
Let BH be the Hausdorff metric in Kn associated with the metric B induced by
the norm ‖ · ‖B (compare Thompson 1996):
BH (A1, A2) := max{inf{ε > 0 | A1 ⊂ A2 + εB}, inf{ε > 0 | A2 ⊂ A1 + εB}}
for every A1, A2 ∈ Kn .
The Hausdorff metric induced by the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖Bn is denoted by H .
Let (X, ) be a metric space. For any a, b ∈ X a point c ∈ X such that
(a, c) = (c, b) = 1
2
(a, b)
is called a metricmidpoint of the pair (a, b). A metricsegment with endpoints a, b is
a subset of X isometric to the interval [0, (a, b)].
Every metric segment with endpoints a, b is a subset of the set
{x ∈ X |(a, b) = (a, x) + (x, b)}
which is called d-segment in the literature; see, e.g., Boltyanski (1997), Chapter II,
and Martini and Swanepoel (2004), paragraph 3.2 (it should be noticed that already
Menger in Menger (1928), Part I, used d-segments to extend suitably the usual con-
vexity notion to metric convexity; see also Blumenthal (1953, 1970), paragraph 14,
and again Martini and Swanepoel (2004), paragraph 3.
The affine segment in Kn with endpoints K , L ∈ Kn is defined by the formula
(K , L) := {(1 − t)K + t L | t ∈ [0, 1]}.
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The affine midpoint of the pair (K , L) is the set 12 (K + L).
Let us recall that in any normed linear space X every two nonempty convex com-
pact sets K , L ⊂ X either can be joined by a unique metric segment or there exists an
infinite family of metric segments joining K and L . A pair (K , L) has a unique metric
segment if and only if it has a unique metric midpoint (see Jongmans 1979, p. 244).
For A ∈ Kn the abbreviations bdA, clA, int A and relint A denote boundary, clo-
sure, interior and relative interior of A, convA is the convex hull of A and is the affine
hull of A (the smallest affine subspace containing A). For distinct points a, b ∈ Rn let
(a, b) be the usual segment with endpoints a, b. For A1, A2 ∈ KB
A1 ∨ A2 := conv(A1 ∪ A2).
Let A ∈ Rn be a convex set. A face of A is a convex subset F ⊂ A such that each
segment (x, y) ⊂ A with F ∩ relint(x, y) 
= ∅ is contained in F or, equivalently,
such that x, y ∈ A and (x + y)/2 ∈ F implies x, y ∈ F . If {e} is a face of A, then e is
called an extreme point of A. In other words, e is an extreme point of A if and only if it
cannot be written in the form e = (1 − λ)x + λy with x, y ∈ A, x 
= y and λ ∈ (0, 1)
(see Schneider 1993). By ext A we denote the set of all extreme points of A.
Let R+ · x := {t x | t ≥ 0} for x ∈ Rn . Let now A ⊂ Rn . A tangent cone of A at





Obviously, if A is strictly convex then Ta A = intTa A ∪ {a}.
It is easy to prove the following:
Proposition 1.1 Let A ∈ Kn, a ∈ bdA and let B be a convex body symmetric at 0.
Then for every u ∈ B the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (B − u) ∩ (A − a) = {0}
(ii) TuB ∩ (A − a) = {0}
(iii) (a + TuB) ∩ A = {a}.
Let A ⊂ Rn and let H ⊂ Rn be a hyperplane. We say that H supports A at a
(denoted by H(a)) if a ∈ A ∩ H and A is contained in one of the closed halfspaces
bounded by H . We denote the halfspace containing A by H+, the other halfspace by
H−, and the support set A ∩ H(a) by F(A, a).
If (X, ‖ · ‖) is a normed linear space and if x, y ∈ X , then we say that x is normal
to y and write x  y if ‖x + αy‖ ≥ ‖x‖ for all α ∈ R (see Thompson 1996, p.78).
We note that this normality is also known as Birkhoff orthogonality; see Alonso et al.
(2012). Geometrically this means that x  y if and only if the line x + R · y supports
the ball ‖x‖·B at x . This implies (by the Hahn–Banach theorem) that the line x +R · y
lies in some hyperplane which supports ‖x‖ · B at x .
Let H be a hyperplane in X and let x ∈ X . We say that x is normal to H and write
x  H if H supports ‖x‖ · B at x .
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The following theorem is well known.
Theorem 1.2 Let K , L ∈ Kn, L 
⊂ K and K 
⊂ L. Then there exists a hyperplane
H ⊂ Rn supporting all the sets (1 − t)K + t L, where t ∈ [0, 1].
Let K , L ∈ Kn. We shall use the following notation:
UK ,L := {u ∈ bdB| h(K , u) ≥ h(L , u)},
where h(K , u) is the value of the support function of the body K at u, and
bdK ,L A := {A(u)| u ∈ UK ,L},
where A(u) is a support set (face) of a body A. Let us notice that bdA = bdK ,L A ∪
bdL ,K A.
Let K , L ∈ Kn, K 
⊂ L, and L 
⊂ K . We define K ∗ L by
K ∗ L :=
⋂
{H+(K ∪ L) | H supports K and L}.
Let x ∈ Rn. We say that the set K is visible from x with respect to L if there exists
k ∈ K such that L ∩ relint(k ∨ x) = ∅.
Here are two elementary propositions.
Proposition 1.3 Let C ∈ Kn and U ⊂ bdB. If intC 





{x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(C, u)}.
Proposition 1.4 Assume A, C ∈ Kn and A to be a summand of C. Let U ⊂ bdB. If
C = ⋂u∈U {x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(C, u)}, then A =
⋂
u∈U {x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(A, u)}.
Proof Let A, B, C ∈ Kn and C = A + B. Then
A + B ⊂
⋂
u∈U
{x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(A, u)} +
⋂
u∈U




{x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(C, u)} = C = A + B.
unionsq
The paper is organized as follows:
In Sect. 2 we recall the Schneider theorem (Theorem 2.1) which deals with the
hyperspace (Kn, ρH ) and our partial generalization for n = 2 of this theorem over the
hyperspace (K2, ρBH ) for any two-dimensional Minkowski ball B (Theorem 2.2). In
Sect. 3, finally, we present our new result (Theorem 3.1).
Sections 4 and 5 contain the proof of Theorem 3.1. In Sect. 6 we show how to
construct examples. Section 7 contains final remarks.
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2 Survey of results
Schneider (1981) characterized pairs of elements of Kn which can be joined by unique
metric segments with respect to H .
Theorem 2.1 (Schneider 1981) Let K , L ∈ Kn. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them, with respect to the
metric H ;
(ii) either
(a) K = L + λBn or L = K + λBn for some λ > 0 or else,
(b) dimL < n and K = L + u for some u ∈ Rn orthogonal to .
In our paper Bogdewicz and Grzybowski (2009) we extended Schneider’s theorem
to the hyperspace (K2, BH ) over any two-dimensional Minkowski space:
Theorem 2.2 (Bogdewicz and Grzybowski (2009), Theorem 4.9) Let K , L ∈ Kn for
n = 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them, with respect to the
metric BH ;
(ii) K = L + λF or L = K + λF for some λ > 0 and a face F of the unit ball
B; moreover, the sets L and F (or K and F, respectively) satisfy one of the
conditions 1–4 from the Table of conditions (see Bogdewicz and Grzybowski
2009, p. 3).
The conditions from part (ii) of Theorem 2.2 are rather complicated. In Theorem 3.1
we show that these conditions can be reduced under the extra assumption that the unit
ball B is strictly convex. Moreover, we extend Theorem 2.2 to arbitrary dimension n.
3 Main theorem
In this section we characterize pairs of convex bodies in Kn which can be joined by
unique metric segments with respect to BH for a strictly convex unit ball B and an
arbitrary dimension n.
Theorem 3.1 Let B be strictly convex and let K , L ∈ Kn. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them, with respect to
the metric BH ;
(ii) either
(a) K = L + λB or L = K + λB for some λ > 0
or else,
(b) K = L + tu for t > 0 and for some u ∈ bdB such that:
(TuB + l) ∩ L = {l} or (T−uB + l) ∩ L = {l} for every l ∈ bdL.
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is divided into two parts. The implication (ii)⇒(i) is
proved in Sect. 4 (Theorem 4.5). The converse implication is proved in Sect. 5 (The-
orem 5.7).
Notice that if B is assumed to be the Euclidean ball, then Theorem 3.1 is equivalent
to Schneider’s Theorem 2.1.
In Minkowski spaces, the Euclidean notion of orthogonality is replaced by the
notion of normality (see Thompson 1996, p.75). Let us notice that if dimL < n, then
condition (ii) (b) in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to condition (ii) (b) in Theorem 2.1
(with orthogonality replaced by normality). Since in Theorem 3.1 we do not assume
that dimL < n, it follows that Theorem 3.1 is an essential extension of Schneider’s
Theorem 2.1.
It is worth mentioning that for the unit ball B being strictly convex and smooth we
obtain the following counterpart of Schneider’s result:
Corollary 3.2 Let B be strictly convex and smooth, and let K , L ∈ Kn. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them, with respect to the
metric BH ;
(ii) either
(a) K = L + λB or L = K + λB for some λ > 0
or else,
(b) dimL < n and K = L + u for some u‖u‖ ∈ bdB such that u  aff L.
Proof Assume that the unit ball B is strictly convex and smooth. Then for every
u ∈ B there exists a unique hyperplane H(u) supporting B at u, i.e., u  H(u) and
H ∩B = {u}. In this case the tangent cone TuB is, in fact, the whole halfspace H−(u).
Then, condition (ii) (b) in Theorem 3.1 implies dimL < n and u  aff L . unionsq
4 Proof of Theorem 3.1. Sufficiency of (ii)
In this section we prove that for every pair of elements of Kn described in Theorem
3.1 (ii) there is a unique metric segment, with respect to BH , joining the elements of
this pair.
The following lemma does not require the assumption on the unit ball B to be
strictly convex.
Lemma 4.1 Let L ∈ Kn and let K = L + λB for some λ > 0 and a convex body
B symmetric at 0. Then the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them
with respect to the metric BH .
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that BH (K , L) = λ = 2. Then
1
2 (K + L) = L + B and
(K + B) ∩ (L + B) = (L + 3B) ∩ (L + B) = L + B.
Now it suffices to prove that there is no other metric midpoint S of the pair K , L such
that S  L + B (compare Bogdewicz 2000).
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Assume that S ∈ Kn is a metric midpoint of the pair K , L . Then L + 2B ⊂ S + B.
By order law of cancellation L + B ⊂ S. unionsq
In order to prove Lemma 4.4 we need two following simple propositions.
Proposition 4.2 Let C be a convex cone in a vector space X, and A be any subset of
X. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For any point x not belonging to A at least one of the intersections A ∩ (x + C),
A ∩ (x − C) is empty.
(ii) For any x, y ∈ A with y − x ∈ C, then (y − C) ∩ (x + C) ⊂ A.
Proposition 4.3 Let C be a convex cone in Rn such that C\{0} is an open set and A
be a closed convex subset of Rn. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For any point x not belonging to A at least one of the intersections A ∩ (x + C),
A ∩ (x − C) is empty.
(ii) For any point x belonging to bdA at least one of the intersections A ∩ (x + C),
A ∩ (x − C) is a singleton {x}.
Proof Assume (i). Let x ∈ bd A, and let xn tend to x , where xn /∈ A. We can assume
that A ∩ (xn + C) is empty. If y ∈ x + C, y 
= x , then y − xn tends to y − x ∈ C .
Hence for sufficiently great n we have y − xn ∈ C . Therefore, y ∈ xn +C and y /∈ A.
Assume that (i) does not hold. Then for some x /∈ A there exist y, z ∈ A such that
y−x, x−z ∈ C . Since A is convex, y+z2 ∈ A and there existsw ∈bdA∩(x, y+z2 ). We
have w = t y+z2 +(1−t)x for some t ∈ (0, 1]. Then y−w = (1− t2 )(y−x)+ t2 (x−z) ∈
C and w − x = t2 (y − x) + (1 − t2 )(x − z) ∈ C . Therefore, (ii) does not hold. unionsq
Lemma 4.4 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let L ∈ Kn and let K = L + tu for
t > 0 and u ∈ bdB be such that
(TuB + l) ∩ L = {l} or (T−uB + l) ∩ L = {l}
for every l ∈ bdL. Then K and L have a unique metric segment joining them, with
respect to the metric BH .
Proof Without a loss of generality we may assume that t = 2. First we shall show that
(K + B) ∩ (L + B) = L + u. Obviously, L + u ⊂ (K + B) ∩ (L + B). Suppose that
x ∈ (K +B)∩(L+B). Then x = l1+2u+b1 = l2+b2 for some l1, l2 ∈ L , b1, b2 ∈ B.
Hence x − u = l2 + b2 − u ∈ l2 + TuB and x − u = l1 + u + b1 ∈ l1 − TuB. By
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, x − u ∈ L . Therefore, x ∈ L + u.
Now it suffices to prove that there is no other metric midpoint Y of the pair (K , L)
such that Y  L + B. Let us assume that Y is a metric midpoint of the pair (K , L)
such that Y  L + B. Then there exists x ∈ (bd(L + u))\Y . By assumption (x − u +
TuB) ∩ L = {x − u} or (x − u − TuB) ∩ L = {x − u}. Hence
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(x − u + B) ∩ Y ⊂ (x + B − u) ∩ (L + u) ⊂ (x + TuB) ∩ (L + u) = {x}
or
(x + u + B) ∩ Y ⊂ (x − (B − u)) ∩ (L + u) ⊂ (x − TuB) ∩ (L + u) = {x}.
Since x /∈ Y , in the first case x − u /∈ Y + B and BH (Y, L) > 1, and in the second
case x + u /∈ Y + B and BH (Y, K ) > 1, a contradiction. unionsq
The following theorem is a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4.
Theorem 4.5 Let B be strictly convex and let K , L ∈ Kn. If either
(a) K = L + λB or L = K + λB for some λ > 0
or else,
(b) K = L + tu for some u ∈ bdB and t > 0 such that
(TuB + l) ∩ L = {l} or (T−uB + l) ∩ L = {l} for every l ∈ bdL
then the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them, with respect
to the metric BH .
5 Proof of Theorem 3.1. Necessity of (ii)
We are now going to prove that every pair of elements of Kn with a unique metric
(with respect to BH ) segment joining them is of one of the two types described in
condition (ii) in Theorem 3.1. We shall need the following lemmas:
Lemma 5.1 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric
midpoint C ∈ Kn with respect to the metric BH and let BH (K , L) = 2. Then for any
c ∈ extC there exists l0 ∈ L such that (l0 + B) ∩ C = {c} or there exists k0 ∈ K such
that (k0 + B) ∩ C = {c}. Moreover, if (l0 + B) ∩ C = {c}, then c ∈ bdL ,K C, and
if (k0 + B) ∩ C = {c}, then c ∈ bdK ,LC.
Proof Let c ∈ extC . For a sequence {E+i }i∈N of closed halfspaces containing c let
C ′i := C ∩ E+i and Ci := C\intE+i . We can choose a sequence {E+i }i∈N of closed





By the assumption, no convex set Ci is a metric midpoint of the pair (K , L). Hence
BH (Ci , K ) > 1 or 
B
H (Ci , L) > 1. Since Ci ⊂ C ⊂ (K + B) ∩ (L + B), we have
K ∪ L 
⊂ Ci + B.
Let (xi )i∈N ⊂ K ∪ L be such a sequence that xi /∈ Ci + B. We can assume
that the sequence (xi )i∈N converges to a point x ∈ K ∪ L . Notice that dist(x, C) ≥
dist(xi , Ci ) − ||x − xi ||B − BH (C, Ci ) ≥ dist(xi , Ci ) − ||x − xi ||B− diamC ′i . Since
for all i we have dist(xi , Ci ) > 1, also dist(x, C) = 1. Notice also that ||x − c||B ≤
||x − xi ||B + dist(xi , C ′i )+ diamC ′i . Since for all i we have dist(xi , C ′i ) ≤ 1, also||x − c||B = 1. Since B is strictly convex, it follows that (x + B) ∩ C = {c}. If x ∈ L
we put l0 = x , and if x ∈ K we put k0 = x . unionsq
The following lemma is a natural consequence of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2 Assume B to be strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric
midpoint C ∈ Kn with respect to the metric BH and let BH (K , L) = 2. For every
c ∈ extC there exist unique k ∈ K and l ∈ L such that c = k+l2 and
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(k + B) ∩ C = {c} and (k + 2B) ∩ L = {l} (5.1)
or
(l + B) ∩ C = {c} and (l + 2B) ∩ K = {k}. (5.2)
Moreover, if 5.1 holds, then k ∈ bdK ,L K , c ∈ bdK ,LC, and l ∈ bdK ,L L; if 5.2 holds,
then k ∈ bdL ,K K , c ∈ bdL ,K C, and l ∈ bdL ,K L.
Proof Let c ∈ extC . By Lemma 5.1, we can first assume that there exists l0 ∈ L
such that (l0 + B) ∩ C = {c}. The Separation Theorem implies that there exists a
hyperplane H such that (l0 + B) ⊂ H+ and C ⊂ H−. Then c ∈ H and, since B is
strictly convex, it follows that (l0 +B)∩ H− = {c}. Then dist(H, H + l0 −c) = 1 and
L ⊂ H−+l0−c. From the equality C = 12 (K +L) we conclude that K ⊂ H−+c−l0.
Then (l0 + 2B) ⊂ H+ + c − l0 and (l0 + 2B) ∩ K = {2c − l0}.
By the assumptions (the ball B is strictly convex, the point c is an extreme point of
C and C = K+L2 ), there exist unique points k ∈ K and l ∈ L such that c = k+l2 . We
put l = l0 and k = 2c − l0, and in this way we obtain 5.2.
Otherwise, by Lemma 5.1, there exists k0 ∈ K such that (k0 + B) ∩ C = {c}. In
the same manner we obtain 5.2. unionsq
As it is well known (compare Jongmans 1979) that if K 
⊂ L and L 
⊂ K , then
there exists a hyperplane H supporting K , L , and 12 (K + L).
Lemma 5.3 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric
midpoint C ∈ Kn with respect to the metric BH , and let BH (K , L) = 2. If K 
⊂ L 
⊂ K
and parallel hyperplanes HK , HL, HC support K , L, and C, respectively, then there
exists u ∈ bdB such that HK ∩ K = HC ∩ C + u = HL ∩ L + 2u.
Moreover, if HC∩C ⊂ bdK ,LC, then for all c∈ HC ∩C we have (c+u+B)∩C ={c}.
Proof Let c1, c2 ∈ ext(HC ∩ C) ⊂ extC , c1 
= c2. There exist unique li ∈ L and
ki ∈ K such that ci = ki +li2 for i = 1, 2. Lemma 5.2 implies that ||ki − ci ||B = 1 for
i = 1, 2. If k1 − c1 








= 1 − ε < 1
for some ε > 0. Hence
c1 + c2
2
∈ (K + (1 − ε)B) ∩ (L + (1 − ε)B) ⊂ intC.
But c1+c22 ∈ bdC . Therefore, we have k1 − c1 = k2 − c2. Put u := k1 − c1. Then
ext(HK ∩ K ) = u + ext(HC ∩ C) = 2u + ext(HL ∩ L), which completes the proof.
unionsq
Let us mention an important consequence of Lemma 5.3.
Corollary 5.4 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric
midpoint C ∈ Kn with respect to the metric BH and let BH (K , L) = 2. If K 
⊂ L 
⊂ K
and intC = ∅, then there exists u ∈ bdB such that K = C + u = L + 2u.
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Moreover, C = bdK ,LC = bdL ,K C, K = bdK ,L K = bdL ,K K and L = bdK ,L L =
bdL ,K L.
Lemma 5.5 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric
midpoint C ∈ Kn with respect to the metric BH . If K 
⊂ L 
⊂ K , then
bd(K ∗ L) ⊂
⋃
{H ∩ C + R · u|H supports K , L and H ∩ C + u = H ∩ K }.
Proof Let K 
⊂ L 
⊂ K . By Lemma 5.3, for every H supporting K and L the inter-
sections H ∩ K , H ∩ L , and H ∩ C are pairwise disjoint and are mutual translates.
For every x ∈ Rn the following are equivalent:
(i) x /∈ K ∗ L ,
(ii) x /∈ conv(K ∪ L) and each of K and L is visible from x with respect to the other
one.
If x ∈ H and x /∈ H ∩ C + R · u, where u ∈ Rn is such that H ∩ K = H ∩ C + u,
then each of K and L is visible from x with respect to the other one and x /∈ K ∪ L .
Therefore (K ∗ L) ∩ H ⊂ H ∩ C + R · u. unionsq
Lemma 5.6 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric





(i) for every k ∈ bdK ,L K there exists a unique c ∈ C such that (k + B) ∩ C = {c},
(ii) bdK ,LC is not contained in bdL ,K C, and for every c ∈ bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C there
exists k ∈ bdK ,L K such that c + R+ · (k − c) ⊂ K ∗ L. The point c is a unique
point for k from (i).
Proof (i) Let k ∈ bdK ,L K and let H be a hyperplane supporting K at k. There exist
hyperplanes HC and HL parallel to H supporting, respectively, C and L from
the same side. Since C = 12 (K + L), we have HC ∩C = 12 (H ∩ K + HL ∩ L).
Let c1, c2 ∈ ext(HC ∩C) and c1 
= c2. There exist unique k1, k2 ∈ H ∩ K and
l1, l2 ∈ HL ∩ L such that c1 = 12 (k1 + l1) and c2 = 12 (k2 + l2). By Lemma
5.2, we have B(k1, c1) = 1 and B(k2, c2) = 1. If k1 − c1 
= k2 − c2 then,
by the strict convexity of B, the point 12 (c1 + c2) belongs to the interior of the
set ( 12 (k1 + k2) + B) ∩ ( 12 (l1 + l2) + B) ⊂ C . Therefore 12 (c1 + c2) does not
belong to bdC—a contradiction. Thus, k1 − c1 = k2 − c2. Put u = k1 − c1.
Then H ∩ K = HC ∩ C + u, and for c = k − u we have (k + B) ∩ C = {c}
(ii) First we prove that bdK ,LC is not contained in bdL ,K C . Assume that bdK ,LC ⊂
bdL ,K C . Then bdC = ⋃{C(u) | u ∈ UL ,K }. By Proposition 1.3, C =⋂
u∈UL ,K {x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(C, u)}. Let us recall that C = K+L2 . By Propo-
sition 1.4 it follows that: K = ⋂u∈UL ,K {x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(K , u)} and L =⋂
u∈UL ,K {x | 〈x, u〉 ≤ h(L , u)}. From the definition of UL ,K we conclude that
K ⊂ L , which contradicts the assumption.
Let c ∈ bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C . By Lemma 5.3, there exists u ∈ bdB such that c + u ∈
bdK ,L K and (k + B) ∩ C = {c} for k = c + u.
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Suppose that c + R+ · (k − c) 
⊂ (K ∗ L). There exists a maximal t ≥ 1 such that
x := c + t (k − c) ∈ K ∗ L . Hence x ∈ bd(K ∗ L). By the definition of K ∗ L there
exists a hyperplane H nonparallel to k − c and supporting both K and L such that
x ∈ H . By Lemma 5.5, also, there exists u1 ∈ bdB such that (H ∩C)+ u1 = H ∩ K .
Then x = c1 + su1 for some c1 ∈ H ∩ C and s ≥ 1.
Hence, by Lemma 5.3, (x + sB) ∩ C = {c1}, while (x + tB) ∩ C = {c}. Then
s = t , c1 = c, and c ∈ H ∩ C ⊂ bdK ,LC ∩ bdL ,K C—a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.7 Assume that B is strictly convex. Let K , L ∈ Kn have a unique metric




= ∅, then there exists a unique u ∈ bdB such that
bd(K ∗ L) =
⋃
{(H ∩ C) + R · u| H supports K and L},
where (bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C) + u ⊂ bdK and (bdL ,K C\bdK ,LC) + u ⊂ bdK .
Proof By Lemma 5.6, there exists k ∈ bdK ,L K and there exists c1 ∈ C such that
c1 + R+ · (k − c1) ⊂ K ∗ L . Analogously, there exists l ∈ bdL ,K L and there exists
c2 ∈ C such that c2 + R+ · (l − c2) ⊂ K ∗ L .
Denote u1 := k − c1 and u2 := l − c2. Suppose that u1 
= −u2. Then for suffi-
ciently large t > 0 the segment S := (c1 + t (k − c1)) ∨ (c2 + t (l − c2)) and the set
K ∨ L are disjoint. It follows that there exists z ∈ S such that both K and L are visible
from z with respect to the other. Hence z /∈ K ∗ L , but K ∗ L is convex. From this
contradiction it follows that u1 = −u2. Hence the set K ∗ L contains a straight line
parallel to u = u1.
By Lemma 5.6 in our considerations we can take any c1 ∈ bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C and
any c2 ∈ bdL ,K C\bdK ,LC . Then (bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C) + u ⊂ bdK ,L K . Obviously,
also (bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C)−u ⊂ bdK ,L L . On the other hand (bdL ,K C\bdK ,LC)−u ⊂
bdL ,K L and (bdL ,K C\bdK ,LC) + u ⊂ bdL ,K K .
Let H be a hyperplane supporting K and L . By Lemma 5.3 there exists v ∈ bdB
such that H ∩ C + v = H ∩ K . Notice that H ∩ (K ∗ L) ⊂ H ∩ C + R · v. On
the other hand, since K ∗ L contains a straight line parallel to u, the hyperplane H is
parallel to u and H ∩ C + R · u ⊂ H ∩ bd(K ∗ L). Therefore, u and v are parallel,
which proves the lemma. unionsq
Theorem 5.8 Let B be strictly convex and let K , L ∈ Kn. If the sets K and L have
the unique metric segment joining them with respect to the metric BH , then either
(a) there exists λ > 0 such that K = L + λB or L = K + λB
or else,
(b) there exist u ∈ bdB and t > 0 such that K = L + tu and for all l ∈ bdL we
have (l + TuB) ∩ L = {l} or (l + T−uB) ∩ L = {l}.
Proof Without a loss of generality we may assume that BH (K , L) = 2.
Let K ⊂ L or L ⊂ K . It is easy to see that this assumption implies K = L + λB
or L = K + λB for some λ > 0 (compare Schneider 1981).
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Let now K 
⊂ L and L 
⊂ K . Let C := 12 (K+L). If intC = ∅ then, by Corollary 5.4,
there exists u ∈ bdB such that K = C +u = L+2u. Lemma 5.3 implies that u  affC
and for all d ∈ affC we have (d + TuB) ∩ affC = {d} or (d + T−uB) ∩ affC = {d}.
Let now intC 
= ∅. By Lemma 5.7, bd(K ∗ L) ⊂ C + R · u and the set K ∗ L does
not contain straight lines which are not parallel to u. In fact, (K ∗ L) = C +R · u. Let
c ∈ (bdK ,LC ∩bdL ,K C). Then c belongs to some hyperplane H supporting K and L .
If H ∩C+u = H ∩L take c1 ∈ (bdK ,LC\bdL ,K C). We have c1+u ∈ bdK ,L K and
c+u ∈ bdL ,K L . Also K ∩(c1+u+T−uB) = {c1+u} and L∩(c+u+T−uB) = {c+u}.
The intersection (c1 + u + T−uB) ∩ (c + u + T−uB) ∩ (K ∗ L) is not empty and the
sets K and L are visible from some point in K ∗ L , which is impossible. Therefore,
H ∩ C + u = H ∩ K and, in consequence, (bdK ,LC ∩ bdL ,K C) + u ⊂ bdK .
By the last inclusion and Lemma 5.7 we obtain that bdC + u = bdK . Since C and
K are convex, C + u = K . Moreover, K = C + u = L + 2u.
For every l ∈ bdK ,L L we have l +2u ∈ bdK ,L K . By Lemma 5.6 (i), (l +2u +B)∩
C = {l + u}. Hence (T−uB + l + u)∩ C = {l + u}. Therefore, (T−uB + l)∩ L = {l}.
Analogously, for every l ∈ bdL ,K L we have (TuB + l) ∩ L = {l}. unionsq
6 Examples
In this section we show how to construct examples.
Let u ∈ Rn . To simplify the notation, for a given convex body L we shall write
bd∗L instead of bdL ,L+u L and bd∗L instead of bdL+u,L L . Certainly, the boundary of
L is the union of bd∗L and bd∗L . In the following we shall refer to bd∗L and bd∗L as
the ceiling of L and the floor of L. The set bd∗L ∩ bd∗L will be called the seam of L.
We can now rephrase Theorem 3.1 as follows.
Theorem 6.1 Let B be strictly convex and let K , L ∈ Kn. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) the sets K and L have a unique metric segment joining them with respect to the
metric BH ;
(ii) either
(a) K = L + λB or L = K + λB for some λ > 0
or else,
(b) K = L + tu for t > 0 and for some u ∈ bdB such that:
(TuB+ l)∩ L = {l} and (T−uB+ l)∩ L = {l} for every l ∈ bd∗L ∩bd∗L.
Proof The condition (ii) (b) in Theorem 3.1 can be formulated in a few equivalent
ways. The last phrase of this condition can be replaced by: (TuB + l) ∩ L = {l} for
every l ∈ bd∗L and (T−uB + l) ∩ L = {l} for every l ∈ bd∗L . This implies that
(TuB + l) ∩ L = {l} and (T−uB + l) ∩ L = {l} for every l ∈ bd∗L ∩ bd∗L . unionsq
Assume B to be strictly convex. We construct examples of pairs of convex bodies
with a unique metric segment joining them (with respect to the metric BH ) as follows:
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Fig. 1 Metric segment joining
L and L + λB
Fig. 2 Metric segment joining
L and L + λu
(i) Let L ∈ Kn and λ > 0. The set {L + tB | t ∈ [0, λ]} is the unique metric segment
joining L and L + λB with respect to the metric BH .
(ii) Let now L ∈ Kn , u ∈ bdB and λ > 0. If for every l from the seam of L the
translate of the union of tangent cones (TuB∪ T−uB)+ l intersects L in {l}, then
the set {L + tu | t ∈ [0, λ]} is the unique metric segment joining L and L + λu
with respect to the metric BH .
The following pictures show the situation described in (i) (Fig. 1) and in (ii) (Fig. 2):
The following proposition is another consequence of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 6.2 Let L ∈ Kn and u ∈ bdB. Assume that L and L + tu are end-
points of unique metric segment for some t > 0. If TuB contains a straight line, then
codim L ≥ 1 or, equivalently, intL = ∅.
The following example illustrates this situation:
Let B = (Bn + x) ∩ (Bn − x) be a lens. Then TuB contains a straight line for
every u ∈ (bd (Bn + x)) ∩ (bd (Bn − x)). Therefore convex bodies L and L + tu are
endpoints of unique metric segment for some t > 0 only if intL = ∅.
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7 Conclusions, applications and open problems
In this paper we have considered Minkowski spaces with strictly convex unit ball.
We continue with working on the classification of the unique metric segments in
Minkowski spaces with smooth unit ball.
It is also an interesting problem to classify the unique metric segments in Minkowski
spaces with arbitrary unit ball in arbitrary dimension.
In the hyperspace Kn we can introduce the notion of extreme element of a subset
X of Kn in a way analogous to that for extreme point of a subset X of Rn . Theorem
3.1 enables us to find all extreme elements of balls in the hyperspace (Kn, BH )
B(A, r) := {X ∈ Kn| BH (A, X) ≤ r}
for A ∈ Kn and r > 0.
Proposition 7.1 Let L ∈ Kn and r > 0. Extreme elements of the ball B(L , r) are the
following:
(i) L + rB;
(ii) A ∈ Kn such that L = A + rB under the condition that rB is a summand of L;
(iii) L+ru for u ∈ bdB provided that the condition (ii) (b) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied.
Our result can be formulated in terms of convex functions and subdifferentials.
Let V ⊂ Rn be an (n − 1)-dimensional subspace not containing u ∈ bdB. Then Rn
is a direct sum of V and R · u. Let f : Rn −→ R be a linear function such that
f −1(0) = V and f (u) = 1. Since u ∈ intT−uB and T−uB is a convex cone, the
closed cone cl T−uB is an epigraph of some sublinear function p : V −→ R, that is,
bd T−uB = {v + p(v)u | v ∈ V }.
Let L ∈ Kn and g : V −→ R ∪ {∞} be a function defined by g(v) = inf{t ∈
R | v + tu ∈ L}. Since L is convex, the function g is also convex.
The following proposition is an obvious corollary of Theorem 5.8.
Proposition 7.2 Let L ∈ Kn, u ∈ bdB, λ > 0, and let L , L + λu be endpoints of a
unique metric segment. Then
(i) g(x) − g(y) ≤ f (x − y) for all x, y ∈ dom g,
(ii) ∂g|x ⊂ ∂ f |0 for all x ∈ int dom g.
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